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Pinkalicious is on a search to find a pink pumpkin in this pinkerrific new lift-the-flap book! With

thirteen flaps that open to reveal hidden surprises on every page, Pinkalicious fans will be perfectly

pleased!
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My 3 1/2 year old daughter loves the Pinkalicious books! She also loves pumpkins (and Halloween,

not that this book is specifically about Halloween), so I ordered this book right away when I saw that

it was soon to be released. We read it for the first time last night and my daughter loves it!!! It's

beautifully illustrated as all the Pinkalicious books are and this one is a "lift the flap" book, which my

daughter was especially excited about. The story is cute too! So glad I ordered it!

My girls (ages 3 and 6) are big fans of Pinkalicious and we have purchased every book. We

pre-ordered this book when it came out and have had it for a while. My oldest chose it the other

night for Daddy Double Story Night (bedtime stories from Daddy with both girls when Mommy is not

home), so it was my first time reading it with them. This turned out to be a great lift-the-flap book. It

is another one of those very happy stories with Pinkalicous and her brother Peter being happy kids.



The best part about the story is that it is very positive throughout with no "Mean Girl", "Pink Stinks"

negativity that is found in some of the books. Peter does trick Pinkalicous a few times, but it is all in

good fun. The story is all about Pinkalicous and Peter going to visit Mr. Pink's farm. Pinkalicous

expects all the pumpkins on the farm to be pink, so she is surprised when the pumpkins are plain

old orange. Undeterred, she goes on a mission to find that elusive Pink Pumpkin somewhere on the

farm. Despite that tricky Peter, she perseveres and we end up with a happy ending to the story. It

turns out to be a really happy story that is totally based in reality with no crazy, unrealistic fantasy

journey in the middle of the book, like some of the Pinkalicous stories. Both girls really enjoyed the

book and loved taking turns lifting the flaps. My 3 year old, who is just discovering Pinkalicious,

wanted to go through it again by herself to lift all the flaps one more time before bed.Long story

short, this is a fun lift-the-flap book that has a positive and fun story with a happy ending, great

artwork and is a great reading book for more advanced young readers. A great Pinkalicious book.

Highly Recommended!

Pinkalicious is great as always but this one doesn't hold the interest as long as some of the

others...the ending is great but it's difficult to hold the attention until then even with the wonderful

lift-a-flaps (which normally that alone would have them loving the book). Maybe after the girls

(turning 3 and 5) have heard it a few more times it'll be OK. Throughout the story Pinkalicious is

looking for a pink pumpkin at the pumpkin patch (b/c the owner's name is "Mr. Pink") so there are

pink items hidden behind the flaps and when the flaps are lifted, Pinkalicious is disappointed b/c it's

not a pink pumpkin. At the end Mr. Pink is found behind the final flap painting a huge pumpkin pink

for Pinkalicious...It sounds like a very cute and enjoyable story--unsure why the grandkids haven't

taken to it like they do other Pinkalicious books. One mother expressed that she wished the author

would have Pinkalious change colors more etc. I second that wish! I believe the children like that

best (as in the original book).

Our Pinkalicious collection is growing, because these books are so darned cute, and.... well, PINK!

The illustrations are adorable, the characters are cute, there's always a happy ending -- what else

would you need? If you've got little readers in your circle who love pink, this book makes an easy

choice for a gift that will be well appreciated.

I didn't realize that this is a book where you lift up flaps. This is my fault as the disclaimer is on the

cover in the lower right. I wouldn't have bought it had I realized that. There is not as much of a story



due to the flaps.

It seems I'm fast on the way to buying up every Pinkalicious book ever written. But my kids are big

fans and these books have easy words, making them simple for young readers. Pinkalicious and

the Pink Pumpkin is as fun a read as all the rest.

I'm pretty sure my daughter has read just about every pinkalicious book! The stories are fun ad

really cute. When Pinkalicious gets to Mr. Pink's pumpkin patch and sees only orange pumpkins,

she is disappointed but decides not to give up until she has searched the place up and down.This is

an accelerated reader book. I'm always looking for interesting AR books for my children to read

since they have to have so many points every grading period. (AR) reading level 1.9 - AR Pts: 0.5.

My daughter can't get enough of Pinkalicious and we were very excited to see a new book! This

particular book has flaps you lift and look under and my three year old really loves participating in

the book reading process. A definite win for us!
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